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FOREWORD
The writing of this history of a liberal religious campus program in
Urbana, Illinois, was undertaken four years ago with the intention that it
would be a chapter in a history of the Unitarian Universalist Church of
Urbana, formed by merger in 1957. The writing of that larger history has
progressed slowly and it was decided to publish this part of it separately for
the occasion of Channing-Murray's 25th anniversary.
The primary author is professionally neither a writer nor an historian, but
rather a biologist; maybe that partly explains why the subject is perceived as
an evolution taking place in phases over a period of many years, but also the
recorded facts require this general interpretation. The Channing-Murray
Foundation in Urbana, Illinois, was not suddenly created in 1954: it was a
product of merger of two programs both of which had long and active
histories intimately interwoven with the separate Universalist and Unitarian
Churches which sponsored them. Despite tendencies to diverge, there was an
even stronger urge to merge which finally prevailed both on campus and
with the parish Churches.
The truthfulness of this history depends not only upon diligence in
researching among papers but also upon the memories of those who were
there. Preliminary drafts of the manuscript were reviewed by the following
people (in approximately the order of their first involvement in the events):
Jane Lohmann (1922), Victor Hoersh, Seichi Konzo (student in the 1920's),
Agnes Hansen (student in the 1930's), Dorothy Benner (Universalist 1940's),
Jim and Rose Marie Kamman, Joe McV. Hunt, Lois Langdon, John
Anderson, Florence Barnes, Phyllis Cooper, Richard A. Kellaway, David A.
Johnson, Ron Szoke, Netta Gillespie, Richard Harvey, Bill Taylor, Art
Martin, Sibyl and Lee Pellum, Les Urban, Peter Berkow, Oressa Earl, Gary
Wood, Ed and Sandra Harris, Terry Bryll, Phyllis Brazelton, David Gross,
Julie Kamman, Robert Goodman, Linda Magrum, Brad Carrier, Ron
Cannon, Jean Ascoli, Tom Peterson, Steve Edington, Victor Pearn, Julia
Moon and Angela Novak. The author consulted Elizabeth Hackley of the
Baha'i Community, who was a Unitarian student and

involved in the events around 1918. Special help was received from two noninvolved reviewers, Ruth G. Collier and Tina Bozzuto.
Of course some of the reviewers had much more critical input than others,
writing additions and rewriting substantial parts; in general the manuscript
was rewritten until it passed their review. As principal author I take the
blame for emissions and errors, but you may also blame the reviewers for not
taking me to task ibout them. There were also many other people who gave
information, encouragement, advice and guidance. This host of witnesses
made the work possible imd all deserve my profound thanks.
Sincerely,
Jane C. Anderson
August 1979

Postscript:
Other credits should have been given for the 1979 edition:
Typing and mimeographing by Ann Bemthal, Church Secretary Photo page
and calligraphy by Terry Bryll Drawing on page 46 by Jean Ascoli.
For preparing the script for reprinting in 1992, very special thanks are due to
Claire Szoke, Director of Channing-Murray Foundation.

Jane C. Anderson
September 1992

BACKGROUND AND EARLY HISTORY
Champaign County, Illinois, was settled during the early 1800's, Urbana was
chartered in 1855, and three years later the Universalists started a Sunday School. In
1859 the First Universalist Church of Urbana, Illinois, was organized, and met in
various buildings, one of which was a frame meeting hall which burned down at the
beginning of the Civil War. Activities were disrupted, but after the war the Universalists
gathered their strength, bought a lot at the comer of Birch & Green (for $450) and built
upon it "the largest and most beautiful church in the community" (see Carl Bays' First
Hundred Years for details). This was the brick church of 1870, the comer marker of
which is mounted in the wall of the present fellowship hall. In 1887 the Universalists
incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois. The brick church, remodelled from
time to time served until 1913 when the congregation decided to build upon the
foundations of the old structure the larger and more durable stone church now in use.
The lower half of the brick walls of the fellowship hall remain from the early
construction of 1870, and also the three leaded-glass windows in the present rood loft,
plus a few Sunday School chairs, the pulpit and some small pieces of equipment used by
the early congregation, e.g. the long-handled collection bowls. A new wing was added
to the stone church in 1964. Such, very briefly, was the history of the Universalist
sponsor of a local forerunner of Channing-Murray.
The University of Illinois (U. of I.), founded in 1868, took in its first students in the
early 1870's, with fewer than 1,000 enrolled until the late 1890's. At the turn of the
century, U. of I. enrollment increased rapidly, and in 1900 the local Murray Club
originated under the guidance of the Universalist minister, the Rev. Miss Edna
MacDonald; she served the Church from 1898 to 1902, "the first lady minister of the
community and state."
The Murray Club was a group of "university men and women," and they "played a
vital role in the activities" of the local Church. On the national level, Universalist young
people, including those up to age 35, were organized (1889) into the Young

People's Christian Union (YPCU). Affiliated with the YPCU, the local Murray club
members furnished most of the music for the Church, both vocal and instrumental and
part of the janitorial work. They engaged in fund-raising efforts such as selling ice
cream at the County Fair, and staged dramatic and musical events including an operetta.
In 1904 they paid for a piano for the Church.
This Murray Club must have been a lively group: the minutes of the Board of
Trustees' meeting of Nov. 12, 1901 note a discussion of the uses of the Church building,
and a decision that "no dancing, or improper conduct or amusement be allowed in the
church." However, a few years later the Church called as its minister the Rev. George
Sahlin who was not only a preacher but also a playwright and composer. He believed
that the Church was concerned with and should inquire into all areas of life, and
admonished the congregation that "rational and innocent amusement have an abiding
place in the lives of all, young and old, and there should be no clash between ideals of
ethics and healthy pleasure." Among the Unitarians a similar concern about students'
activities brought advice in 1921 from the Rev. John Minot Simons, Secretary of the
American Unitarian Association (AUA), that social areas of "the building should be
used with considerable freedom — always under proper chaperonage, for all wholesome
amusements without exception. I would not worry much about the strong puritanical
nature of the community."
About 1918 the Murray Club persuaded the Universalist Church to form a
committee to seek a near-campus location for student activities: the Unitarian Church at
Oregon & Mathews was approached, but no action resulted. At this time the
Universalists had a Christian creedal test, i.e. they expected members to hold many of
the traditional Christian beliefs, and they continued to do so until after 1932 when a new
minister succeeded in gaining the adoption of a free pulpit and abandonment of the
creedal test. In 1932 overtures from the Unitarians resulted in a coordinating committee,
joint meetings of the Laymen's League, women's groups, student groups, and summer
services. Toward the end of the 1940's, closer and closer ties had developed: the
Universalist minister taught credit courses for Universalist and Unitarian students at the
Unitarian Church.

For three decades after its origin in 1900, the Murray Club (YPCU) was mentioned
repeatedly in the Universalist records. It seemed curious that no such mention was
found for a period of some years, until perusal of Church newsletters from the 1940's
showed that the local college age group of Universalists was going by the name of
Ballou Club. In 1941 the YPCU reorganized nationally into the Universalist Youth
Fellowship (UYF) with age range set at 13 to 25 years. In 1948 the college age
component of UYF was formally designated as the Murray Foundation, and in 1953
merged on a national level with the Channing Foundation, Unitarian, to form the
Channing-Murray Foundation. Locally, this merger was made official by congregational
action in the spring of 1954 and the bank account in the name of Channing-Murray
Foundation dates from June 22, 1954. The newsletter of the Universalist Church
announced:
-Tri-UOur student group has a new name which represents University
Universalists and Unitarians. Meetings are at 5:30 p.m. at the Unitarian
Church, 1209 W. Oregon, Urbana."
At last the Universalist students at the U. of I. had a "college home" near the
campus.
UNITARIAN ANTECEDENTS OF CHANNING-MURRAY
During the late 1800's there were Unitarians among the U. of I. faculty, notably Prof.
and Mrs. Stephen A. Forbes, parents of Ethel Forbes Scott. They made several attempts
to organize a Unitarian Society but were unsuccessful until after the turn of the century.
At this time of rapid increase in U. of I. enrollment, the American Unitarian Association
(AUA) took special interest in "missionary work at the great university centers," as did
also the other denominations. On this campus the major religious foundations were
started: Newman, Hillel, McKinley, Wesley, and also Lutheran, Congregational and
Baptist. In September 1906, the AUA sent to Urbana a young and gifted graduate of the
Harvard Divinity School, the Rev. Albert R. Vail. With the local Unitarians he held
services in a University bulding and found a quick response: by February 9, 1907
attendance had increased to 85 and the Unitarian

Church was officially organized. By the end of the year average attendance was 120,
about half being students and the rest mostly faculty and their families. The Young
People's Club numbered 39 members, i.e. about 1% of a U. of I. enrollment of 4,000.
The AUA appropriated $5,000 toward the purchase of a lot and construction of a church
building at the comer of Oregon & Mathews. The entire building project, including the
land, cost just over $11,000. Contributions came from Unitarian sources in distant parts
of the nation as well as from local non-Unitarian sources. Local Unitarian s contributed
less than a quarter of the total. The new chapel was dedicated October 18, 1908 and is
still used by Unitarian Universalists to house their Channing-Murray Foundation.
The student and young faculty group, first referred to as the Young People's Club, an
affiliate of the Young People's Religious Union (YPRU), was later called Unity Club,
Student Club, or just loosely referred to as the student group, supper group, or young
people (Sunday School at that time involved only a handful of faculty children). A
major activity of the group was Sunday supper: then as now, the U. of I. dorms served
no evening meal on Sundays. After older church members had hosted the first few
Sundays of the fall, the young people undertook preparation of their own food, followed
by a program of discussion led by the minister, by older members of the congregation,
or by an invited outside speaker. Bound by no religious creed, they had a lively time
with the study of religious questions. The U. of I. students also served the Church by
leading in fund-raising for purchase and installation of the Kilgen Tracker organ, and by
helping with ushering and janitor work. Notable among the students were the sons of
Rabindranath Tagore, East Indian poet. They attended the U. of I. 1906-1910, and their
father came to Urbana one winter and gave a series of lectures at Oregon & Mathews.
Meanwhile the Rev. Vail, using his privilege of the free pulpit and seeking truth
wherever it might be found, arrived at commitment to the Baha'i faith. This was not
what the Unitarians had in mind for their "mission" at the U. of I. campus. Albert Vail
left the Unitarian Church in 1918, taking part of the congregation with him and started
the local Baha'i Fellowship, which is still active and now based on Elm Street in
Urbana. The part of the congregation that remained in control of the premises at

Oregon & Mathews were those most resolutely rational in their approach to religion,
including some scientific humanists and also avowed atheists. Thus when the
Universalists, with their Christian creedal test, approached the Unitarians later in the
/ear 1918 with hopes of joining forces in a student program, they encountered people
some of whom not only did not believe in Jesus Christ, they did not even believe in God
the Father. Theological differences were too great for merger at that time.
In spite of their weakness from loss of numbers, the Unitarians were determined to
carry on, and in this they were encouraged by the continued support of the AUA. During
the year 1906-7 the AUA had paid the entire cost of the minister's salary, and thereafter
had supplied approximately half of the annual budget Ethel Scott's Brief Account
reports invaluable assistance from the AUA throughout the first fifty years:
in general any "landlord's expenses" such as street assessments and repair of the
Furnace were paid by the AUA, as reported in the minutes of Board meetings.
In spite of AUA support the Church had difficulty finding a minister to succeed
Albert Vail. Two "calls" that were issued were declined and a minister who came in late
1920 left after only a few months. For three years, 1918 to 1921, the Church depended
on lay leadership — and the student program flourished! Early in 1920 the local chapter
of the Laymen's League was organized and gave their primary attention to work with
students. In this they were backed by the National Laymen's League which appropriated
$600 for program and $3,750 for purchase of the lot next door to the Church. In 1921
the lot was bought in the name of AUA, with hopes of building a parish house and
social center. At this time there was no basement under the Church and space for
student activities was very limited. The new social center never materialized, but neither
was the lot sold. The AUA restrained local inclination to sell.
Recalling his experiences as a student, Seichi (Bud) Konzo wrote: "During the 1928
to 1930 period the minister was a quiet gentleman, the Rev. Edward C. Johnson, of New
England extraction. The congregation was small, and the students few in number. The
so-called student supper club meetings consisted of three or four

members meeting for a cozy relaxed supper with the bachelor minister. There were no
set topics for discussion, just good fellowship and pleasant conversation. I had the
impression that Johnson was a lonely man with an almost dying church faced with
depression conditions, in which many local banks closed and even the University staff
faced payment in script instead of cash. He was a distinguished patrician type with
massive eyebrows, and a truly sincere gentleman. To the lasting credit of the faithful
few (Newcombs, Lohmanns, Palmer, Colonel Weeks, Tommy Olivers, and Otto
Shatters) somehow the Church and the student club survived those perilous years."
In 1932 the Church board received communications about a hoped-for national
alliance of "Free Churches of America," later realized as the Council of Liberal
Churches (1953). During 1932 the local Unitarians approached the Universalists about
joint operations and although the Universalists declined to share the services of the
newly-called Unitarian minister, the Rev. John A. Brogden, since they had already made
final arrangements for a minister of their own, a number of union services and joint
meetings resulted. Processes leading to eventual merger were underway. Both
congregations were sobered by the hard times of the depression and there was a growing
realization that both physical proximity and a general relaxation of their theological
differences put the two churches in competition for approximately the same segment of
the local population.
The Unitarian Church, especially, underwent a profound change in the 1930's and
40's. During the ministry of the congenial and hard-working John Brogden, 1931-43,
student club attendance increased to a reported average of 24. A number of unusually
able students became involved, among them Fay Tooley, Don and Agnes Hansen, Sally
Oliver, Georgia Bull, and Joe and Betsy McConnell. They ran their own program in
1936-7-8: an article in the Christian Register, 1938, described and especially
commended our campus program. Furthermore, when veterans of World War II
returned as U. of I. students on the GI Bill of Rights, the nature of the student body and
the needs of the campus community changed drastically. The campus area

became crowded with young families of the much more mature students. During the
ministry of the Rev. Philip Schug, 1943-47, the Church School, which had been
practically non-existent for 15 years past, began to grow and in 1946 he reported 22
pupils and 3 teachers. Fay Tooley began serving as Church School Superintendent.
LIFE AT OREGON & MATHEWS IN THE MID-40s
The Rev. Philip Schug with his wife and baby daughter lived in the back tower and
maintained the building, with the help of students. For their convenience the Church had
bought a bathtub which was to be installed at Church expense, but no plumber would
undertake the job, on the grounds it could not be done properly. Finally, Board of
Trustees minutes of April 12, 1948 record that "the bathtub which has graced the
backyard since last summer was sold for $25 which was originally paid for it."
However, modem conveniences were not necessary for the work which minister and
congregation were pushing forward. Phil Schug started and edited The Religious
Modem, a monthly periodical with eight issues a year and a circulation of 1225. Judy
Swann did most of the mimeograph work and Agnes Doster helped with the mailing.
The publication was financed from Phil's own pocket on his $2,500 annual salary plus a
grant of $120 from the AUA. At this time the controversial McCollum case concerning
religious instruction in the public schools was a major community concern and was
making national headlines. Phil was deeply involved with the case whicn eventually
resulted in a landmark decision by the U.S. Supreme Court. Both he and the Church
were involved in other controversies at the same time. In a letter written July 24,1977 he
recalled:
"—the returning Black veterans were complaining that they could not get a haircut
in Champaign-Urbana nor get service in campus restaurants. More grist for the paper
mill - The Religious Modern. Then I asked the congregation to officially sponsor a
resolution to support anti-discrimination legislation pending in Springfield. On April 15,
1945, they did -and designated me as a delegate to lobby in Springfield.

—The Student-Community Interracial Committee was bom.—the
Unitarian Church became its work room. - Twice a week mass meetings
were held for determining goals and taking action.—go to movies with
Blacks to see whether we can get in—phenomenally successful — Most
of the meetings were in our living room - the fireplace room - with the
doors open to the church auditorium to avoid being crushed. Restaurants
were easy. Barbers—difficult. Pools—delayed but easy. Theaters—
almost easy. — Ultimately, and tactfully, we took on student housing at
the U. of I."
Other controversies involved Dr. George Stoddard, President of the U. of I. and
member of the local Church. The Church School was well established, and, Schug
continues:
"the auditorium was occasionally completely filled on Sunday morning.
The people who were really supporting the Church were heartened. Only on rare occasions did I leam of the inner turmoil that some of them
suffered as the tornadoes of change swept through their sacred halls. —In
the twenty-two years that I served Unitarians and Universalists as a
parish minister and/or as a conference or district executive they are the
only group which did not fire me or force me to resign."
During the writing of this history, the older members of the congregation were
unanimous in remembering him fondly and claimed that financial betterment was the
reason for his accepting a call to a Church in Lincoln, Nebraska, in the fall of 1947.
As the Church faced the departure of their minister, the Secretary of the Board of
Trustees, David H. Swann, recorded this in the minutes:
“Four immediate solutions to the problem of keeping the church open during the
interim between ministers were considered. The offer of Mr. Beaman to live in the
building

from Dec. 2 till early February raised the question of the propriety of
having the building open under the control of any student, however mature;
instructions—detailed—. Use of the building by a married couple would —
involve making commitments —; possibility of criticism might be
decreased. A third solution, to keep the building heated all week but locked
except for definite functions would involve nearly insurmountable problems
in janitorial hire and key responsibility. Keeping the church heated on
Saturday and Sunday only would raise the janitor problem but in a simpler
form than for the all-week program; among direct church activities, the
Service Committee and monthly church (fun) nights would cease; organ
practice, mimeographing of church and student club material would be
made more difficult; credit course conducted by Mr. Pierce for the
combined Universalist and Unitarian groups would have to make other
arrangements for meeting (we are being paid $25 this semester by the
Illinois Universalist Conference for rent for this course);
extra-church activities discommoded would include rather regular
scheduled meetings of the Inter-racial Committee and Dame's Club,
irregular meetings of several groups to whom the open building is a
convenience.
After discussion, the group present voted unanimously to ask Mr.
Beaman to move into the church,—".
Mr. Ralph Beaman finished his Ph.D. in January 1948 and left: Mr. and Mrs. Snell,
also students, moved in and acted as janitors in exchange for housing. At their annual
meeting that spring the congregation gave high commendation and thanks to the
students for keeping the church running. The students continued through the summer
until the new minister arrived in September.
Arnold F. Westwood served the Unitarian Church from 1948 until merger in 1957
and then served as co-minister of the merged church for one year. During his high
school and college years he had been active in the YPRU, which reorganized in

1942 into American Unitarian Youth (AUY) with age range 15-25 years. He served as
national president of the AUY in 1943-5. During Westwood's pastorate an amazing
flowering of the Church took place in all aspects, including the Student Club's
successful series on "Contemporary Arts & Society".
Expansion of the physical facilities was actually long overdue. In April 1949
excavation of space under the Church as started with Seichi (Bud) Konzo as Chairman
of the Building Committee. (Bud had been active in the Student Club in the 1920's and
had designed and installed a new hearing system in 1939.) The building was supported
on jacks while the soil was dug out, first by manpower and then, when there was room
enough, by horses pulling a scoop. The sloped window-wells along the south wall of the
Chapel remain where dirt was dragged out from under the building. When one of the
supporting jacks shifted, the southwest comer of the building sagged slightly and has
remained that way ever since. A new kitchen, nursery room and fellowship hall came
into being under the forty-year-old structure. In December 1949, a Dedication
Celebration was held and the hall was named Emerson Hall after Ralph Waldo
Emerson; (in 1967 it became the Red Herring Coffeehouse). Even before the dedication,
a co-op nursery had started using the new nursery room (at $25 per month). The Church
School grew rapidly and added an orchestra which practiced before Sunday Morning
Service (Rosemary Tooley, wife of the Church School Superintendent, was an
accomplished.violinist who played in the Champaign-Urbana Symphony Orchestra until
sometime in the 1970's).
Meanwhile a more elaborate organizational structure for the campus program was
being built. At the national AUY convention in June 1947 the college-age people
formed the Channing Foundation in order to give many and varied types of help to
college-age groups. A national committee of seven young people, one of whom was
Miss Janet Olson of the Urbana Church, was created to direct the Channing Foundation.
As part of their program the committee prepared and distributed in 1948 the Channing
Foundation College Guide which laid out general operational relationships
recommended for campus programs. In that same year the Universalist Youth
Fellowship (UYF), counterpart of AUY, formed Murray Foundation as a counterpart of
the Channing Foundation.

Locally, the Unitarian Church adopted on May 6, 1948 an amendment to its
constitution:
"The administration of the Church shall be vested in a Board of seven
Trustees. Two Trustees shall be chosen annually for a term of three years
from the membership of the church at large. One trustee shall be chosen
annually for a term of one year from among those members of this or of any
other Unitarian Church who are university students."
An item of $100 for Channing Foundation appeared in the proposed Church budget.
For many years since its origin the Student Club had the usual officers: president,
secretary, and treasurer. In 1948 with a student member of the Board of Trustees, there
was also a recognized steering group including the minister and resident members of the
Church. At the Annual Meeting May 17, 1949 a by-law was passed:
"The program of this Church that relates to students at the University of
Illinois shall be known as the Channing Foundation."
The congregation authorized a covenant book for students and a separate
membership file: their membership would end when they left the university. Miss Janet
Olson reported for the Channing Foundation steering committee on joint meetings with
the Universalist students and on a midwest regional seminar held at the Church during
April 1949. The congregation commended "the fine work."
In 1950 the Board of Trustees was expanded to ten, with one student member as
before. A report of that year's meeting included a quote from Mr. Tomasuka, a new
member of the Channing Club: "In my native Japan I have never known religion which
did not conflict with my training in science. I have come half way around the world to
find such a religion here in this church."
In 1951 the steering committee evolved into a six-membered Channing Foundation
Board with three resident members and three student members, all serving one-year
terms, plus the minister ex officio as Director of the Foundation. To this

board the Board of Trustees of the Church delegated responsibility for programs, e.g.
from the minutes of January 16, 1952: "The issue of marriage counseling and group
discussion was referred to the Channing Foundation Board." This programming was in
addition to that carried out by the Unitarian Student Club, or Channing Club, which had
its own officers. The club made nominations of students to serve on the Foundation
Board, one of whom would also serve as the student member of the Church Board of
Trustees. The student officers reported having weekly Sunday suppers followed by
lectures and/or discussion, recreational events, movies, parties with ping-pong, etc. and
planning all-Church social affairs, especially for holidays. The Women's Alliance
thanked them for their generous help with many activities including installation of the
kitchen stove. (Costing $195 new in 1951, this stove is still used for Sunday Suppers
and also for the Educational Food Service.) The Channing Foundation Board reported
on non-credit courses of 8-10 week duration, mentioning that "topic terms such as
'protest' and 'decadent morality' now have high interest value". (Could these students of
the early 1950's have been that far ahead of their times?) A course held in the fall of
1951 on "Religious Heresy" drew an average of 50, less than half being students; it was
reported that the course was popular with faculty wives and "most of the participants are
apparently not Unitarians."
On the national organizational level, AUY and UYF merged in 1953 into Liberal
Religious Youth (LRY) for high school-age, and Channing-Murray Foundation for
college-age, thereby "leading the way towards federal union of the Unitarian and
Universalist denominations" (cf. Wayne B. Amason, 1977). The two denominations had
long been cooperating in the service functions of religious education, sponsorship of
Beacon Press and support of the UU Service Committee, and they formed the Council
of Liberal Churches in 1953 immediately after the merger of AUY and UYF; but it was
eight years more before the consolidation of the two denominations was consummated.
The young people effected consolidation more expeditiously than their elders.
Neither the Channing Foundation nor the Murray Foundation had been very
effective as national organizations; only some local programs thrived, the one in

Urbana being one of five so listed in Amason's Follow the Gleam. A History of Liberal
Religious Youth Movements (1977). After its formation in 1953, the national
organization of Channing-Murray Foundation was re-evaluated, culminating in a two-to
three-year organizational process of writing a new constitution and by-laws, but the
local congregations of Urbana did not wait upon this process. They already had an
active program and were in the process of building their own local organizational
structure. By action of the Semi-Annual Meeting of the Unitarian Church on April 11,
1954 and the Annual Meeting of the Universalist Church on April 8, 1954, the collegeage programs of the two Churches were officially merged locally. In April there was
still hope that other Churches, including the Friends Meeting and other religious
minority groups in Urbana, might also merge their campus programs into one "United
Religious Foundation", but it soon became obvious that only the Unitarians and
Universalists would actually get together and the name "Channing-Murray Foundation"
was chosen, and painted on a sign at Oregon & Mathews. The Channing-Murray Board
(C-M Board) consisted of two resident members selected from each of the local
congregations, two students elected by the Student Club, the ministers of the two
Churches and the District Directors of the two denominations:
Universalist laymen: Carl Bays and William Pullen
Unitarian laymen: Fredrick H. Jackson and David H. Swann
U. of I. students: Miss Lucia Tweedie and Robert F. Whipple
Ministers: the Rev. Arnold F. Westwood, Unitarian
the Rev. Earle T. McKinney, Universalist
District directors: the Rev. John S. McPhee, Universalist
the Rev. Randall S. Hilton, Unitarian
This C-M Board chose its own officers and had its own treasury: a bank
account in the name of Channing-Murray Foundation was opened at Busey
Bank on June 22, 1954 with William Pullen as Treasurer.
IN THE NAME OF CHANNING-MURRAY FOUNDATION
There is nothing like having a treasury to maintain continuity in an organization:
the account was overdrawn on occasion and its annual totals show a saw-toothed

progression, but it has been continuous to the present (See Appendix) Another important
effect of giving the C-M Board power over a treasury was that programs could be
planned, expenses appropriated and action taken without awaiting deliberations of the
Church Boards. The separate treasury provided protection of the financial resources
earmarked for the campus program: funds sent by the national denominational sources
were received by the C-M Treasurer directly and could not be diverted to ease a
financial drought in the operating budgets of the parish churches. Many members of the
two parish churches (not yet merged till 1957) were unaware of the extent of
denominational support. Although the two ministers and the district officers of the two
denominations played a decisive role in the campus program, the two Church Boards
had no direct control over expenditures by C-M, a circumstance which contributed to
the impaired and sometimes tension-packed communication between the local
Channing-Murray and its parent Churches. The Church Boards no longer concerned
themselves with the immediate problems of the campus program, and only those Church
members who served on the C-M Board or who were involved in specific campus
activities maintained such a concern.
Although in subsequent years there were changes in the composition of the C-M
Board and in the mode of selection of its members, this aspect of the organization and
operation of C-M Foundation at the University of Dlinois has persisted to the present
and may have been crucial in its survival long after C-M in other parts of the country
had passed out of existence.
After formation of the local Channing-Murray Foundation by merger of the
Unitarians' Channing Foundation with the Universalists' Ballou Club (affiliated with the
national Murray Foundation), program activities expanded greatly. The name ChanningMurray came into common use and appeared in the University's files of approved
student organizations authorized to use U. of I. facilities. In 1953 Mr. Hartwell C.
Howard had donated 14 acres of woodland on the Sangamon River as an interfoundation camp where the students of Channing-Murray held retreats which they
referred to as "advances". A number of interest groups developed: a Grad-Faculty
Group as well as the Supper Club, "Depth Groups" of 8-10 week duration, two hours
per session, to which people committed themselves to attend every meeting, groups
which arranged social visits to faculty homes, public lectures and

special efforts of national and international emphasis. This was when the Student Forum
for Dissent originated in reaction to McCarthyism. In the fall of 1956 (Nov. 19, 1956)
the students presented a TV show in six scenes with 16 student actors,
"Communications - Its Problems on a Personal Level." A Channing-Murray Newsletter
edited by Mary Langdon was published regularly beginning early in 1957. A weekly
luncheon with invited guests was a part of the program in the late 1950's. Shortly after
the Sputnik and Explorer satellites went into orbit a group went to Washington with
representatives from other campus religious foundations, having been promised a
conference with Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Senator John F. Kennedy, in
order to present their religious views on the recent events.

MERGER OF THE LOCAL CHURCHES
Throughout the 1950's the Unitarian Church continued to prosper and the physical
facilities received much attention: in 1953 the lounge was redecorated with new drapes
and two new sofas, and the organ was restored to prime condition; in 1956 the entire
exterior of the Church was repainted, both trim and stucco, by volunteer labor of the
minister and members of the congregation; in 1957 new roofing was installed, and many
other things were done for upkeep and improvement. Especially notable among the
workers was Elmer Clay Brown. Jim and Rose Marie Kamman recalled that he "was
often our only black member and preferred to stick with Mathews and Oregon after the
merger. He was involved in the Emerson Hall 'dig' and did most of the electrical and
plumbing work to keep the C-M building workable.' Other blacks came and went but
Elmer Brown was with us for more than a quanei century and is remembered with much
appreciation.
By 1956 the Church School enrollment had risen to well above 100 and was divided
into an Upper and a Lower School meeting one after the other on Sunday morning. Two
worship services were held to match the two sessions of the Church School. Overall, the
congregation was outgrowing its facilities and began considering an addition to the
building or new construction at a different site.
At the same time, merger with the Universalists was being actively explored. There
had been three previous periods of considering merger, in 1918,1932, and 1950 but this
time both Churches had pressing reasons to pursue it earnestly: the Unitarians had
outgrown their facilities while the Universalists were struggling for survival. On
February 17, 1957 simultaneous meetings of the two congregations were held to vote on
selecting a Merger Commission, five members from each Church plus the

two ministers, to prepare plans to be submitted for congregational approval. The
Unitarians passed the resolution unamimously and chose their five members; the
Universalists rejected the resolution 14 to 13, but continued to consider the situation.
Finally the Universalists chose five members plus an alternate for the Commission; the
Unitarians chose an alternate also and the Merger Commission started work April 8,
1957. It presented its plans to separate meetings of the Churches on June 2, 1957. The
Universalists approved with only two negative votes, then made it unanimous. The
Unitarians passed the motion to merge: Yes 55, No 23, Abstaining 1 (a 2/3 vote was
required). An effort to make the Unitarian vote unanimous failed.
Committees were set to work arranging details of merging most of the parish
activities. Constitution and By-Laws were rewritten for submission to the two
congregations, still technically separate. Actual merger was consummated on October
13, 1957 by the procedure of accepting all the members of the unincorporated Unitarian
Church into the incorporated (1887) First Universalist Church and then amending the
Constitution and By-Laws changing the name to Universalist-Unitarian Church of
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. When continental consolidation took place in 1961 the
Church officially changed its name to Unitarian Universalist Church to conform. The
rewritten constitution and by-laws included among the Church Officers four ChanningMurray Foundation Trustees to be elected at the Annual Meeting.
"Article V, Section 6. The Channing-Murray Foundation Trustees shall
represent the Church in Channing-Murray Foundation, assist it in the
college student program and keep the Church informed of the
activities in that area."
These actions merged the memberships of the two Churches and it was generally
understood that now the merged Church owned all property of the previous two
churches including that at Oregon & Mathews. What was not understood was that the
local Unitarian Church had never held title to the property. Tide was held by the
American Unitarian Association (AUA), a corporation under the laws of the State of

Massachusetts. In later years when sale of the property was being considered and
lawyers pointed out that the local Church did not hold clear title, the UUA, as successor
to the AUA, agreed to release the title if assured of a reverter clause in the Church's
constitution, i.e. title would automatically revert to Boston in the event of dissolution or
non-use of the property for one year. In 1978 when this assurance was given, the UUA
gave to the Urbana Church a quit-claim deed transferring title of the Oregon & Mathews
property.
At the time of merger a majority of the members of the Unitarian Church had been
members less than five years and simply assumed the usual relation of a congregation to
its Church building. Another group which had a "very real feeling of identity with the
Mathews Street Chapel" were the students of Channing-Murray. In her report on the
year 1957-58 Alice K. Jonietz, the President of the Channing-Murray Foundation
Trustees.had this to say:
"They have made a great deal of use of the building and have, quite
naturally, come to feel that it is 'their building.' It is of the utmost
importance that the officers of the Church keep the members of the
Foundation informed of their problems, reasoning and decisions. If these
matters are clarified we believe that the students will show good judgement
in regard to them. If they are not kept informed they will feel alienated."
Problems of clarifying the relations between Church and Foundation persisted for
many years. The Merger Commission and its enabling committees had not addressed
themselves to these matters but concentrated on merging separate parish activities, e.g.
the Church School classes, women's groups, and standing committees of the Churches.
After all, the campus programs of the two Churches had already been merged for three
years as Channing-Murray Foundation, and a Committee on Long Range Development,
1954-5, had already worked out plans for C-M in the event of merger of the Churches.
On March 17, 1955 Philip Zimmerly reported for this committee and presented the
problems of how Unitarian expansion might affect the Universalist Church. "Some of
the Universalists are concerned that our expansion

program might doom their chances of survival as a local group. — If a merger took
place both sites might be retained, and the Unitarian Church used for the ChanningMurray Foundation work with students and the Universalist Church used for family
worship. Under this arrangement both ministers would give sermons and both would
participate in student work." Plans developed by this committee went into effect
immediately upon merger of the Churches in 1957. It was generally agreed that
henceforth the property at Oregon & Mathews would be called the Chapel to distinguish
it from the Church on Green Street. The rent paid by the Co-op Nursery, which
continued to use Emerson Hall in the Chapel, was received by the Channing-Murray
Treasurer and used to partially cover the costs of building operation. Arnold Westwood
continued to use the office at the Chapel for the first year after merger, and as long as
the Church Office remained at the Chapel the Church Treasurer paid the phone bills, but
begining in 1957 all other utility bills were paid by the C-M Treasurer. The general
effect upon C-M was to allow more freedom in use of the space at Oregon & Mathews
accompanied by more responsibility for operation and care of the building.
READJUSTMENTS AFTER MERGER OF THE PARENT CHURCHES
Beginning in the fall of 1957, Worship Service was held at the Church on Green
Street at 10:30 a.m. and at the Chapel at 11 a.m., led alternately by the two co-ministers,
arrangement being that both would stay for the first year after merger, then both would
leave and the Church would call a new minister. Since not even the Church on Green
Street was large enough to accommodate all of the Church School meeting at one time,
the Church School with over 100 average attendance, was divided as before into Upper
and Lower Schools, the younger children meeting at Green Street and the older ones
meeting as before at Oregon & Mathews. A typical Sunday morning for a family with
both younger and older children went like this: first stop at Oregon & Mathews where
the older children were left in the care of the superintendents and teachers of the Upper
School, then to the Church on Green Street where the younger children were left in their
classes while the parents went to the service plus about fifteen minutes of coffee hour
until the Lower School classes were dismissed. Then the parents picked up the younger
children and drove to Oregon & Mathews to pick up the older ones. To the erstwhile
Unitarians this was a relief from

the regimen of previous years; to the erstwhile Universalists it was another matter, but
they had to live with it for only one year. When the Rev. Earle T. McKinney left to
accept a call to Portland, Maine, in June of 1958, the parsonage next door to the Church
became available for the Upper School classes and for several years no classes met at
Channing-Murray Chapel.
Most of the resident members had shifted their Sunday morning attendance to the
Church. The service at the Chapel, led by the two co-ministers alternately, was attended
mostly by students plus a few of the older members, including Elmer Brown. During the
first year after merger (1957-8) Richard A. Kellaway, then a graduate student in
Philosophy, served as Channing-Murray Staff Associate and lived in the back tower.
The next year David A. Johnson, another Philosophy grad student, succeeded him.
Since there was no minister to lead the services in 1958-9, the students conducted their
own services, with their own student organist. At this time also, Channing-Murray
published a slender volume of prose and poetry, Channing-Murray Speaks; they held an
Art Fair in the front yard, had their own bookshop and redecorated the lounge. Both
Richard Kellaway and Dave Johnson went from Channing-Murray into study for the
ministry and have continued to serve in the Unitarian Universalist ministry.
When the Rev. David H. Cole arrived in the fall of 1959 to take up his duties as
Minister of the Urbana Church and Director of the C-M Foundation, he chose to use the
back tower as his office and study. This necessitated the closing in of the front tower
stairway so that Dave Johnson could vacate the back tower and move into the front. The
Church Office continued to occupy the room which is now the staff kitchen.
Like Arnold Westwood, Cole had been active during his student years in the liberal
religious youth movements, serving as national president of the Universalist Youth
Fellowship (UYF) in 1945-6, and brought to his ministry as Director of ChanningMurray sensitive understandings well remembered from his own youth. Westwood,
Cole and also Robert Reed, a young minister settled in the Unitarian

Church at Bloomington, Ill. should be credited with wise guidance of the congregation
in their handling of the campus program. A careful letter by Reed firmly advised that if
Channing-Murray were to be supported on a statewide or national denominational level,
there must be reassurance that the local parish church is watchfully involved and
committed to the program: Channing-Murray should not depend on youth leadership
alone. The young people of the campus are unexcelled in sensitivity to the wrongs that
demand timely protest, but survival and continuing support depend upon earnestly
concerned resident members of the local Church.
STUDENT FORUM FOR DISSENT (1957-)
From even before Cole's time (1959-63) dissent on campus was stifled by censorship
imposed under the Broyles Bills and the Clabaugh Act: some faculty members were
summarily fired for expressing controversial ideas. The Student Forum for Dissent,
started by C-M Staff Associate Richard A. Kellaway (1957-8) continued very active
under the leadership of David A. (Dave) Johnson (1958-60) and a group of unusually
able students including Sarah Whiting, Ken and Mary Dell (Bee) Steinhardt, Winfield
Scott, Richie Mikesell and Ron Szoke. The forum was open to controversial speakers
denied a voice elsewhere. This included even speakers whose ideas were abhorrent to
liberal religion: there were heated exchanges and near violence on occasion. The main
reason why American Nazi George Lincoln Rockwell did not speak was that he was not
satisfied with the security precautions offered.
In 1961, with consolidation of the American Unitarian Association (AUA) and the
Universalist Church of America (UCA) intothe Unitarian Universalist Association
(UUA), the college age organization was renamed Student Religious Liberals (SRL),
but the local Channing-Murray Foundation did not change its name. It was a chapter of
SRL and sent delegates to national and regional conventions. The people of ChanningMurray were both collectively and individually involved with peace movements,
humanist groups, ACLU and the NAACP. Travelling far afield, a contingent of C-M
students served in the NAACP voter registration drive in the South during the fall of
1962. Some of them also served as teachers in the Church's Sunday School.

Meanwhile in the summer of 1960 the Co-op Nursery moved out of the basement of
the Chapel and into the basement of the Church on Green Street. Preliminary plans were
made to rent the vacated space to The Turk's Head, an espresso coffeehouse. When the
Urbana zoning board refused to grant permission, the plan was abandoned and the
students turned their attention to the lot which was no longer needed as a nursery school
play yard. The trees in the lot were dying of the diseases which destroyed most of the
elms in the campus area, and this space was converted into a parking lot by students of
the Channing-Murray Foundation. Parking was much in demand in the campus area and
daytime rental of parking in 1962 became a more substantial source of income than the
Co-Op had been. However, since parking was an enterprise of the students, managed
and policed by them, the income went into the students' treasury rather than into that of
the C-M Board. Periodic transfers of funds were made.
The vacated space indoors was soon put to use also. The Church Office was moved
into what is now the War Room, and was used together with Emerson Hall, later Red
Herring, as a base of operations by both the Urban League, organized locally by Dave
Cole, and by the Reform Democrat Party, led by Professor Harry Tiebout of the U. of I.
Philosophy Department, an active member of the Church. Champaign County had
become a one-party government, with the Democrats too weak to nominate candidates
for many offices on the ballot. The community soon had the impression that all
members of the congregation were Democrats; on the contrary, the registered
Republicans among the membership were willing that Church facilities be used in an
effort to restore two-party government, an achievement which required a decade to
accomplish.
Activities at the Church on Green Street also increased, especially the Church
School, and plans were underway for expansion and possible relocation of the Church
facilities. Several possibilities of selling or trading the property at Oregon & Mathews
were explored. At least two desirable sites were seriously considered in negotiations
with the U. of I. Ultimately the University withdrew one of these from consideration
and a Long Range Planning Committee chaired by Donald Lathrope proceeded with indepth planning for only two alternatives: building an all-new facility on the west side of
Lincoln Avenue near California, or building an addition to the Church on

Green Street. It soon became apparent that the first possiblity was beyond the financial
capability of the congregation because of low market value of the property on Green
Street, only two rather narrow lots. On the other hand, if the Channing-Murray property,
valued at $125,000 to $150,000, were sold to finance expansion on Green Street, there
was the question of relocation of the Channing-Murray program. It was considered that
the Church was too far from campus for an effective campus program. A committee to
relocate Channing-Murray, chaired by Jim Nance, worked on the premise that C-M
could be relocated in a near-campus facility for between $25,000 and $30,000 leaving
about $100,000 to help with constructing new facilities for parish activities.
In the spring of 1963 Jim Nance reported failure to find any possibility in the price
range, not even an old house plus remodelling. The Building Committee and both
boards concurred in recommending to the congregation to keep Channing-Murray at
Oregon & Mathews and to reduce the scale of the new construction by about one third.
At the annual meeting May 27, 1963 the recommendation was accepted. Of course the
Trustees and various committees considered many other schemes, including one to sell a
99-year lease of Oregon & Mathews to developers to build a multipurpose high-rise
with apartments for retired professors. Channing-Murray was to have free use of part of
the first floor plus $5,500 per year, which at that time was thought adequate for all
program expenses in the foreseeable future. This plan, considered for several years, was
scuttled when the U. of I. threatened to take eminent domain if extensive new
construction were attempted on the site, especially anything commercial. The U. of I.
master plan called for an addition to the Chemistry Building on the site.

CONTINUING CONCERNS, PROTEST AND ACTION IN THE 1960's
During Phil Schug's time in the 1940's Oregon & Mathews had served as a base
from which many projects had been launched. In the name of Channing-Murray
Foundation during the 1950's it had continued its role in support of social action,
especially as a forum for free speech in opposition to the restrictive Broyles Bills and
Clabaugh Act. During Dave Cole's ministry it was a center for community action and
was used as a headquarters for civil rights activism and Vietnam War protest.
In the early fall of 1963 Cole left to accept a Church in Maryland, and in the summer
of 1964 the Rev. John A. (Jack) Taylor became Minister of the Urbana Church and
Director of Channing-Murray Foundation. The new wing on the Green Street Church
was under construction and, though Jack Taylor moved into the minister's office at
Channing-Murray Chapel, he felt that his role was primarily that of parish minister and
only secondarily that of director/minister of Channing-Murray. He relocated the Church
Office and his own study in the new wing of the Church on Green Street. After
completion of construction, the Church encountered financial difficulties and it seemed
there was no choice but to sell Oregon & Mathews in order to keep the Church solvent.
Jack Taylor prepared a position paper setting forth reasons to abandon the campus
location and program. Not only the U. of I. administration but also many members of
the congregation would gladly have been rid of that thom in the side of the University.
While C-M Associate Director Pem Smalley was away on sabbatical leave with her
husband in the spring of 1965, she was not replaced, the budgetary surplus was used for
building repair, and Jack Taylor did without an Associate Director. The

President of the C-M Board of Trustees treated the campus program with benign
neglect, and reported having set new records for fewest and shortest meetings. Able
student leadership, headed by Ron Szoke, kept programs going but reported "a year of
severe trials for the student group."
With reactivation of the C-M Board under new leadership, Pern's return in the Fall
of 1965, and also Jack Taylor's increasing involvement with students, it became slear
that Channing-Murray was not about to fade away. Although during the course of the
year Taylor almost completely reversed his position (cf. his White Paper of April 1966),
a special committee of the boards of the Church and of Channing-Murray was charged
in December 1965 to negotiate with the University for lease, exchange or sale of the
Oregon & Mathews property. During negotiations the University's situation changed: in
the mid-1960's the phenomenal expansion of institutions of higher learning peaked, and
the tax-based support was curtailed. A court decision in an applicable case would have
more than doubled what the University might have to pay, i.e. replacement cost rather
than fair market value. The University's interest waned. Heroic financial efforts and
renegotiation of loans kept the Church barely able to carry the heavy burden of a large
mortgage.
At this time the UUA was also finding it necessary to cut the budget and the grants
from the Office of College Centers were to be among the casualties. These grants had
supplied about a third of the C-M budget until 1965. Our grant was first reduced to
$1,000 in 1966 and then cut off entirely in 1967. The C-M Board chaired by Donald
Lathrope started planning in 1965 and in 1966 established the "Friends of ChanningMurray" with its major role to raise funds and other support for C-M. Offering charter
membership in the organization, it raised over a thousand dollars in its first appeal. It
was hoped that effective state-wide appeals might be made. In earlier years attempts by
Arnold Westwood and later by Dave Cole had established contact with other Churches
in Illinois (cf. Appendix) whose annual budgets often carried some small line item for
Channing-Murray, but response from individuals had been discouraging. It was
considered that one reason for this was that Channing-Murray had no officially
recognized status as a Not-for-Profit Organization,

contributions to which were tax-deductible.
incorporation of Channing-Murray.

The C-M Trustees proposed the

At the Annual Meeting of the Church on May 21, 1967 the congregation approved
initiation of steps to incorporate the Channing-Murray Foundation as an entity legally
separate from the Church. The C-M Board, chaired by Richard D. Harvey, drew up ByLaws and Articles of Incorporation in the State of Illinois, filed January 3, 1968. These
Articles & By-Laws were officially approved at the Annual Meeting May 27, 1968;
later they were amended to conform to Internal Revenue Service requirements for taxexempt status. Specifically, "artistic" and "social" purposes were deleted on the
assurance that the other, acceptable, purposes covered [hese functions also. The Articles
& By-Laws included a requirement that the Foundation Director must be the Minister of
the UU Church of Urbana if the Church Board concurs, or, if otherwise, a minister in
full fellowship with the UUA. The Board of Trustees became the Governing Board and
was to consist of eight elected members serving two-year terms, two students appointed
by the Director and serving one-year terms, and a representative of the Central Midwest
District of the UUA with both voice and vote.
Incorporation opened the way for a state-wide fund-raising effort in the name of
Friends of Channing-Murray. Although it was not an overwhelming success, it brought
in more than previous campaign efforts. Jack Taylor expressed special thanks to "the
Friends of Channing-Murray. These individuals made continuation of the Foundation
possible."
Not only did incorporation open the way for fund-raising, it also opened the way for
scrutiny and regulation by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The first application for
tax-exempt status was denied until the By-Laws were amended. Annual Reports of the
990 series were required, asking for inventories of stocks, bonds and other assets such
as a well-endowed foundation might have. Channing-Murray has never had any
endowment in the usual sense: on occasion it was neccesary to report that the net worth
was a negative quantity. Many other aspects of the operation of the Foundation were
scrutinized and the annual reports to the IRS acted as a form of supervision hardly
anticipated when the decision was made to incorporate.
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At the same time that people of the Church and of Charming-Murray were arriving
at the decision to incorporate C-M there was a sweeping re-examination of the
discrepancies between organizational operations as prescribed in the Church's
Constitution & By-Laws adopted at the time of merger, 1957, and the actual practice ten
years later. A committee chaired by John Anderson revised the Church's documents and
worked closely with the committee chaired by Richard Harvey writing Articles & ByLaws for C-M. Official actions on these matters were taken at the same congregational
meetings May 21, 1967 and December 11, 1967. The Church's Constitution & By-Laws
contained a statement of commitment to retain Oregon & Mathews for the campus
program. Some older members of the congregation, notably Ethel Scott, said that now
the situation was again as originally intended when the Unitarian Church was started in
1906: a parish church near downtown Urbana served families of liberal religious
persuasion, while a "mission" at Oregon & Mathews served the immediate campus.
Before merger the Unitarian Church had become a parish church competing with the
Universalist to the very great detriment of the Universalist, but now matters were as
they should be.
Oregon & Mathews continued to harbor the usual programs and activities: not only
Sunday morning worship service, Sunday supper and discussion or other program, and
student-faculty lunch seminars, but also Student Forum for Dissent and meetings of
groups who used it as a rallying place for protest and activism. Mounting antiestablishment sentiment was expressed in many ways, including dramatic productions
directed by Webster L. Smalley, head of the U. of I. Theater Department and husband of
C-M's Associate Director, Pern Smalley. Channing-Murray produced the nationally first
staged reading of "MacBird", a political satire on the assassination of President
Kennedy. The cast included Jack Taylor and some members of the Channing-Murray
Governing Board. This played to packed houses with such success that it was given a
second run several weeks later. Jack Taylor reported this as an expression of "the
political and social alienation which exists on this campus."

It was Taylor's own personal commitment to civil rights and the increasing need for
his counseling of activists in the civil rights and war protests that drew him strongly into
Channing-Murray. Many Church members supported both morally and financially his
participation in Martin Luther King's Civil Rights March in Selma, Alabama, and
passed a resolution (cf. Appendix) opposing the Vietnam War, but the students had
direct personal involvement. They sometimes packed the Sunday morning service at
Channing-Murray, and Jack Taylor challenged them to back their beliefs with action.
After Taylor's almost complete reversal of position with respect to Channing-Murray
and the valuable property where it operated, he was deeply involved, with one-third of
his working time, including some extremely late hours at C-M. With the painful
experience of being too late to help Bruce R. Hicks, a bom and bred member of the
parish, who was sentenced to the penitentiary for refusing to serve in the Army during
the Vietnam War, Jack Taylor was instrumental in helping other Unitarian Universalists
to be recognized as Conscientious Objectors (CO's) by the Selective Service (Draft)
Board; the CO's were then allowed to do alternative service instead of military. William
B. Taylor (Bill), no relation to Jack Taylor, was the first Unitarian Universalist accepted
as a CO assigned to the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (UUSC). He was
allowed to do his alternative service working at Channing-Murray. During his five years
(1965-1970) living in the back tower at the Foundation he became a legendary figure:
originally unpaid as building manager and janitor, then service as a CO (1968-70),
Manager of the Red Herring Coffehouse, "Ogre of the Tower", i.e. enforcer of policies
and regulations both in the Chapel and in its parking lot. Later, 1973-5, he was "Farmer
Bill" with his own radio program on a local station.

THE RED HERRING COFFEEHOUSE (1967-)
With disturbances, sometimes violent, occurring on campuses throughout the
country, various local groups of radicals used Channing-Murray as a meeting place:
Students for Free Speech (SFS), Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), Free
University of Illinois (FUl), the Champaign-Urbana Draft Resistance Union (CUDRU),
and many others. Bill Taylor estimated that about twenty organizations were
headquartered at C-M. In his report of the year 1967-8, the C-M student president,
Robert L. Major, described the situation as "a study in controlled anarchy." A room
much used by these groups became known as the War Room (suggested by the film "Dr.
Strangelove"). Hot coffee was constantly available, sometimes brewed by Pern Smalley,
sometimes by others.
With the repeal of the Clabaugh Act in June 1967, the SFS no longer had a reason
for being and it dissolved. Its members who returned in the fall, feeling the need to
continue the community formed around SFS, asked Jack Taylor if they could set up a
coffeehouse in the C-M basement. Mindful of the opposition of some Church members
to letting the Turk's Head Coffeehouse move into Channing-Murray a few years earlier.
Jack Taylor at first had many reservations and misgivings. He would allow it only on
condition that Bill Taylor be treasurer and have building managerial authority over the
venture. Assured that the idea had Jack Taylor's strong support and that the C-M
Governing Board approved of the arrangements, the Church Board of Trustees agreed to
the» establishment of the coffeehouse in September 1967. The Church Board was asked
to choose between two names: "The Whistling Zone" (title of a novel about the U. of I.
by visiting professor Herbert Kubly) and "The Red Herring". They chose Red Herring.
The first manager was Steve Schmidt, but when, about a month later, he left for several
weeks on radical business, Channing-Murray installed Bill Taylor as Manager of the
Red Herring. The image and job description of this position were largely defined by Bill
Taylor's performance in the role during the next three years.
According to The Context: Vol. 11, No. 5, February 1971 "The Story of a Unitarian
Universalist Coffeehouse" edited by Bill Taylor, "The Red Herring name comes from
the McCarthy era where 'red herring' was used to denote something

accused of being Communist which really was not. The older, dictionary meanings of
the term also applied, i.e. it was fare for those too poor for more expensive food (coffee
was 50 and many events were free); also a diversion as for throwing hounds off the
scent. Coffeehouse hours were 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. week nights, 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. Fridays
and Saturdays, i.e. the coffeehouse was a non-alcoholic alternative from the campus
area bars. Sunday suppers continued as before. The tone of the coffeehouse was
influenced by Ric Masten who came on a Billings Lecture Tour with his ministry by
folk music. In a most informal atmosphere, the Red Herring offered intellectual and
cultural events such as poetry readings, songwriters' workshops, classical, bluegrass and
jazz as well as folk music, panel discussions and the Controversial Speaker Series,
dramatic satire, foreign documentary films as well as oldies-but-goodies and Mind Rot
Flix during exam week. According to Bill Taylor, "Ideas presented covered a very wide
range of philosophies. We premiered 'Triumph of the Will' in Champaign-Urbana (This
was Hitler's film made in about 1936 to prepare the Germans for what was to become
World War II). Speakers included everyone from Young Americans for Freedom to the
Young Socialists Alliance" and also the travelling, singing Rabbi Sholomo Karlbach
with his ministry by group therapy. The early pattern of Red Herring programs persisted
for almost ten years. Protest was expressed with original folk music compositions as
well as with demonstrations on campus. Strict insistence on non-violence by the C-M
based activists may have been a factor in avoiding destructive demonstrations on the U.
of I. campus long after violence had broken out on many other campuses.
When Martin Luther King was assassinated in the spring of 1968, Channing-Murray
reacted immediately. Within 18 hours, the Rev. Taylor led a memorial service in the
Chapel attended by a large number of U. of I. and local high school students and
townspeople. Several hundred had to stand outside on the yard to hear the service, aided
by loud speakers hastily set up for the occasion. Local newspapers carried front page
photos. On April 8, 1968 the Rev. Taylor reported to the Church Board: "About 1,000
people attended the Friday memorial service at C-M. It was the greatest day in the
history of Channing-Murray."

That spring also saw the most traumatic threat to C-M in Bill Taylor's recollection:
harassment by narcotics agents. Reassured by the Rev. Taylor, the Church Board passed
and published a resolution of confidence which did much to calm the fears of concerned
church members. The fact is that the only drug-related arrest made on church property
was of a high school student attending a meeting at the Church, not at ChanningMurray. There are many tales of this time with both Jack and Bill Taylor playing
prominent roles.
In the summer of 1968 Jack Taylor left to accept a call to the Church of All Peoples,
San Francisco, and the Urbana Church called Renford Gaines to succeed him. This was
done with some trepidation: we were told that never before had a Unitarian Universalist
Church, predominantly white, called a black person to be their parish minister serving
without colleagues. Dire predictions were received. Furthermore, Gaines was fresh out
of theological school with less experience than the Church had hitherto required of its
ministers. Nevertheless, in the fervor which followed King's death, the Church was near
unanimous (98%) in calling him. Like Taylor he spent a substantial part of his time on
campus-related activities, providing strong leadership as well as counseling. Gaines
found himself and his Associate Director so swamped with abortion-counseling that he
finally forced the other campus ministers to share the task with him, by threatening to
stop doing it if they did not help. When Pem Smalley left for Texas in the spring of
1969, she was given special appreciation for her eight years of dedicated service. Gaines
and the C-M Board chose Oressa Earl to succeed her as Associate Director, while Bill
Taylor, assisted by other CO's (see Appendix) continued as Manager of the Red
Herring. Bill recalled, "During the campus riots of spring 1970, we provided meals to
hundreds of people as an alternative to U. of I. meal services. Some of our folksingers
played for the National Guardsmen who enforced the curfew around the Foundation,
and in later weeks, they returned to the coffeehouse from their homes around Illinois
because they were so impressed by our music and also because they supported our
ideas."
By this time most of the pews in the Chapel were sold and the space made available
for more varied uses. Gaines discontinued Sunday morning worship service at the
Foundation and substituted a Sunday afternoon discussion arranged by a Services
Committee. His ministry became militantly concerned with racial problems and

the Church members seldom knew whether the sermon topic on Sunday morning would
be that announced in the newsletter or whether there would be a passionate sermon
inspired by current events. The Church became a home of conflict and much dissension
grew among those active at the Foundation and those at the Church.
In the spring of 1970 Gaines accepted a part-time appointment at the U. of I. to help
set up an Afro-American Studies Program, cutting in half his commitment to the
Church. Later that spring he accepted a call to the Arlington Street Church in Boston,
Mass. The Rev. W. Edward Harris, who had been serving the Arlington Street Church
for several years, was called to Urbana, arriving in December 1970 with the first priority
for his efforts directed to healing the wounds of the parish church. He had been assured
that Channing-Murray's affairs were being handled capably.
As Bill Taylor was finishing his years of alternative service in the fall of 1970,
Roger Diggle and Gary Wood were chosen as Co-Managers of the Red Herring. Gary
had served as Bill Taylor's assistant since April. It was a stated policy of the C-M
Governing Board that only CO's would be taken on as staff. In September Petci Berkow
became Co-Manager with Roger while Gary Wood's responsibilities were switched to
student counseling and community organization on a full-time basis, During the winter
Steve Cowan and Jim Zdunek were added as Assistant Managers. At times there were at
least four staff members living at Channing-Murray.
Peter Berkow organized the Freak-Fuzz Basketball games of 1970 and 1971, noted
in national news media, serving the very good purpose of improving student-police
relationships. Tensions of the late sixties were compounded by militant confrontations,
war protest, draft-resistance, drug abuse, alienation from all forms oi authority and
regimentation, social action for civil rights of sexes, races, students, free speech, and
also by "future shock." The more privileged had never had it so good and felt threatened
by changes which were being urged and anticipated. There was a growing perception of
the finite nature of our planet with its natural resources threatened by pollution with
lethal materials and over-population.

Problems of drug use and abuse, and care of individuals in overdose situations
were an area in which the rather extensive staff of the Red Herring and ChanningMurray acted with compassion and a minimum of fuss. Gary Wood was involved with
the Champaign County Mental Health Planning Board, with Gemini House, a drugabuse treatment center started in 1970, with Hotline, a crisis intervention service, and
with Switchboard, another telephone service for the community. Oressa Earl was
involved with pre-marital and marital counseling and led a group interested in exploring
communal living. Constantly seeking to better fulfill her counseling role, she reported
attending "all study groups available at that time for dealing with depression and/or
suicide" and was faithful in attending many other meetings also. Ed Harris, Minister:
Director of C-M since December 1970, called her a saint, loving and selfless in
befriending the young people. She opened the door for use of Channing-Murray by
groups concerned with Gay Liberation. The Gay Dlini continued to meet at C-M
regularly and arranged programs some of which drew capacity crowds, e.g. a debate
December 1, 1976 with the campus Baptists on religion and homosexuality.
At about Peter Berkow's time a swarm of honey bees took up residence in the wall
of the front tower, and, in spite of efforts to drive them out, continued to live there for
four years, occasionally making trouble. Finally an enterprising graduate student in
Apiculture, Tom Odom, undertook to out-manuever them and after several months was
victorious. His prize — about 30,000 bees and over 100 pounds of their honey. Damage
to the wall was negligible, a few small holes.
The C-M Governing Board pondered many problems about the building, including
deterioration of the front door. After several months of concern, minutes of the C-M
Board meeting December 1, 1968, by Secretary Netta Gillespie, record the decision
"that the front door will be left as it is until it falls off."
At the same time many forms of creative activity and entertainment continued to
flourish. There were song-writers' workshops in which poets and musicians cooperated
on words and music, and a songbook of original compositions was published. The Red
Herring produced a record album of its local talent in the fall folk music festival of
1969. Another album followed the next year, plus a "Bootleg" album produced by Peter
Berkow. Two more records appeared from the fall festival of 1971

and another in 1976. Nationally known performing artists were brought to ChanningMurray Chapel in concert. These concerts were phenomenally successful, filling a
programming need on campus: the U. of I. concert series at that time did not satisfy
student appetites for popular musical entertainers. Much of this was organized and
promoted by Rich Warren; he read poetry between acts of folksinging on Friday and
Saturday nights and tied it all together with the "Changes" radio show which he did on
WPGU and later on WTWC, local radio stations.
The Red Herring became a place for development of musical talent: Dan Fogelberg,
Thorn Bishop, Peter Lippincott, Elliott Delman, Kathi Bennett, Peter Berkow, Peter
Swinnerton and groups such as The Ship, Appaloosa, Mosaic, and the Prairie Grass
Pickers. Experimental works by majors in the U. of I. School of Music were encouraged
and also comedy and dramatic productions by home-grown playwrights. The Red
Herring Poets became more definitively organized in 1974 under the leadership of
professional poet Robert Bensen with the help of Peter Adrian, Campus Minister 19745. Five anthologies of Red Herring poetry were published during the years 1975-9 plus
several chapbooks by individual poets; they received attention from across the nation.
From 1974 to 1978 the Somedancers, a modem dance company which barely supported
themselves by teaching, danced daily on the hard-pine floor of the Chapel. At the peak
of their career they gave concerts not only locally, being a valuable community
resource, but also as far away as New York City where they received favorable reviews
from both the New York Times and the Village Voice. Both the Poets and the
Somedancers received small grants from the Illinois Arts Council. Nevertheless,
financial troubles finally broke up the Somedancers in May 1978. Some members of the
troupe moved on to further their careers elsewhere, but creative dancing continued at
Channing-Murray. From time to time there were conflicts among the several performing
arts with their various demands upon the facilities, but more often they aided and
stimulated each other.

PROSPERITY AND THE CRISIS OF 1972
The heyday of the Red Herring was a period of financial prosperity. From its earliest
beginnings until the start of the coffeehouse in 1967, Channing-Murray's annual flow of
income and expenditures had never topped $6,000. During the next few years both
income and expenditures increased rapidly until in 1971 the total was $22,600 (See
Appendix). With reform of the U.S. Selective Service draft laws and introduction of the
national lottery system, the pressure was taken off many of the draft-age men: only
those with low numbers were personally threatened. Although war protest continued
there was a general feeling of relief in the campus population and a heightening of selfconcerns associated with the drug culture and its introspection. Later the rapid spread of
many systems of meditation proposed to yield better results than LSD. Concurrently the
musical activities of the Red Herring, originally a vehicle for furthering causes,
expressing protest, celebrating life, shifted to more personal concerns. Emphasis shifted
to the development of careers in the entertainment world and to bringing in income.
With Channing-Murray's income increasing by several thousands every year, there
developed an overly optimistic expansiveness. With such prosperity the Friends of
Channing-Murray slacked off their fundraising efforts. The energies, money and time of
former supporters, both young and old, were being put elsewhere. The growth and
development of Channing-Murray slowed: many of the programs were taken up by
others, notably the U. of I. with its series of speakers sponsored by the Miller
Committee and concerts by popular entertainers. Coffeehouses at the other religious
foundations competed for local talent. Movies were shown by many student groups both
on campus and off. Drug-counseling shifted to Gemini House. War protest tapered off
with the grinding down of the Vietnam War. The full tide slacked and then began to
ebb. Some costly ventures, e.g. the record albums of Fall 1971, failed to return even
what they had cost. Also there was a breakdown in fiscal diligence, accompanied by
outrageous ripoffs. Although in 1971 the income had been more than $22,000, in 1972
the income actually received into the treasury was only $15,500. Other disasters also
befell the Foundation: income tax and Social Security withheld

from the employees' pay had not been sent to the Internal Revenue Service, and
Channing-Murray found itself owing the IRS almost a thousand dollars for overdue
taxes, interest and penalities. Utility bills had not been paid and even paychecks were in
arrears by spring 1972. Treasurer Jack Stanley personally borrowed money to pay the
IRS. (It took two years for Channing-Murray to repay him.) In April and May the
Governing Board came to grips with the problems: it was impossible to continue as in
the past. Some older members of the Board thought that the campus program should be
phased out and the property sold. Some younger members were not willing to give up.
Under the pressure of financial stringency, the Board took the drastic action of
dismissing almost all of the staff, even including Associate Director Oressa Earl. There
remained two Conscientious Objectors, Steve Cowan and Steve Reinwand, doing
alternative service: they worked without pay. Penni Stroberger resigned from the
Governing Board to become Manager at a promised salary of $50 per month. With her
two young children she moved into the back tower and paid $250 out of her own
savings account to keep the power company from turning off gas and electricity. The
Board also engaged Les Urban under terms of a contract which may be described as Les'
signing himself into "indentured servitude" for the privilege of living in the front tower
room.
During the summer it became obvious that Penni could not handle the financial
aspects of management without helpy the elected treasurer did not act and the Rev. Ed
Harris as Director took full control personally. The total extent of the indebtedness was
found to be over $6,500. Meanwhile the Central Midwest District (CMD) of the
denomination had been informed of Channing-Murray's difficulties. Neal Mosely, a
member of the Urbana Church and also a member of the CMD Board, argued strongly
in support of the Foundation, and with the able assistance of Ed Harris, persuaded the
CMD to support Channing-Murray with a yearly grant. It was the arrival of the first
CMD check which gave a small quick lift from the lowest depth of the morass.
President of the C-M Governing Board David Manton was also involved in
straightening out the finances, and, unable to find a suitable treasurer, took the office
himself, resigning as President in order to give full effort to the treasurer's duties.
Nor were these the only people who took heroic measures to save C-M. There were
a host of others to whom Channing-Murray with its Red Herring was very dear.

The fall folk music festival of 1972 brought in almost $1,400; movies shown by
Scott Mutter, concerts arranged by Rich Warren under a contract protecting the C-M
treasury from risk, and careful management of the parking by Penni Stroberger and Les
Urban brought in enough money to keep making headway against the indebtedness.
By this time Ed Harris had recruited a new treasurer for Channing-Murray, Jane
Anderson, another in the succession of church members whose attention was directed to
the campus program. She became deeply involved with Channing-Murray, keeping a
tight grip on the purse-strings, serving on committees, and doing many other things,
including writing this history. There were several moves to employ her as Associate
Director, but she declined, saying "Who has not been hired cannot be fired." The
position of the paid staff was very insecure.
In spite of Penni Stroberger's efforts for the survival of Channing-Murray, criticism
of her shortcomings became increasingly sharp. In January 1973 her employment was
terminated by a close vote of the C-M Board, and the management was turned over to
Les Urban on an interim basis while the Board solicited applications for staff positions.
— A number of the reviewers were distressed by statements about power
struggles and the dismissal of employees. It was suggested that we gloss
over such matters. On the other hand, some of the people involved in the
hassles were among the reviewers and they thought the statements were too
"tactful" as is. Ed Harris offered this understanding: "Problems in voluntary
associations, businesses and households become acute when there is not the
money to pay the bills. Even minor irritations become problems of great
complexity. Then decisions are forced. Perfectly nice people, sincere and
dedicated are fired. However useful and good institutions are they will take
actions no individual would."

During this time early in 1973 inspection by the Fire Marshall brought orders to
replace overloaded wiring and to cease over-crowding of the Chapel during concerts.
Channing-Murray was closed for extensive rewiring while fund-raising appeals were
undertaken to finance the work. Response to the appeals was overwhelming: more than
$3,200 was raised for the electrical work and other requirements. Included in this total
were substantial contributions from long-time friends of Channing-Murray most of
whom were Church members. The Church Board firmly requested a careful accounting
of how the money was spent.
When Les Urban completed his contract in May 1973, most of the Conscientious
Objectors had completed their years of alternative service, but even without this
inducement, the position of Red Herring Manager attracted several able applicants.
William M. Murphy (Bill) and Bridget McGill (Jeri) were chosen as Co-Managers.
They resigned their seats on the Governing Board and set to work June 1. 1973 with a
goal of cleaning the building and grounds to the very walls both inside and out. During
the summer they brought to light many items long buried under heaps of material,
notably the fourth big brass htnge for the front door and no less than a bushel of papers
to be sorted by the treasurer. Gleanings from these papers were useful in preparing
reports demanded by the Internal Revenue Service to cover the years since shortly after
incorporation of the Foundation.
At the Annual Meeting May 27, 1973 Les Urban received special recognition of his
dedicated service to Channing-Murray, and was given a leather medal with a bead-work
design. During the next few years others who had suffered criticism, opposition and
sometimes worse, for doing what they knew had to be done were also given leather
medals specially designed for them:
Ed Harris: a leather medal with about 150 single hairs from the heads of members of
Channing-Murray and of the Church.
Bill Murphy, Board member, Co-Manager.
Jeri McGill, Board member, Co-Manager.
Rich Warren, Board member, poet, entrepreneur of concerts.
Phyllis Brazelton, Board member. Treasurer 1975-6, unofficial manager.

Evelyn Turner, Board member. Secretary, Manager in summer 1975.
Peter Adrian, Campus Minister.
Brad Carrier, Campus Minister.
Ron Cannon, Program Manager, Educational Food Service worker.
Murphy and McGill considered themselves managers of Channing-Murray
Foundation rather than just of the Red Herring Coffeehouse and they scheduled serious
programs as well as entertainment. Their overall view of the nature of Channing-Murray
may be quoted from their annual report of 1974:
"—We have a wide variety of films, music, seminars, discussions, dinners,
speakers and many other activities.—We feel that the primary justification
of these programs is that they bring people here, where our real program can
reach them. Our real program is people. Our real program is at least as
unstructured, undefineable and uncontrollable as the actions of people.—
" The Red Herring Coffeehouse is the heart, soul and guts of our program,
if for no other reason than in it more people interact on a deeper level than in
any other aspect of our program.—"
Although Murphy and McGill had had little or no contact with many of the staff or
UU lay persons of ten to twenty years earlier, their statement conveys the same concepts
as reports made to the Church in those years, and "also the same as was in the Long
Range Planning Committee Report of 1977" (Robert Goodman). Through good times
and bad, and in spite of the very short time of involvement of many of the people, the
same understanding of the nature of Channing-Murray has survived.

REBUILDING THE STAFF AND PROGRAM
Throughout the years there had been paid staff members in addition to the minister
who served as Director of the Foundation. The budget of the Unitarian Church carried a
line item for Channing Foundation, $100 in 1948, six years before it evolved into the
Channing-Murray Foundation. By 1956 there was a position with the title of Staff
Associate. In 1961 the title became Associate Director with a salary comparable to that
of a half-time teaching assistant at the U. of I. Some of those who served were Madonna
Miller (1956-57), Richard A. Kellaway (1957-58), David A. Johnson (1958-60),
Pemella Smalley (1961-69) and Oressa Earl (1969-72) whose last annual report began:
"The past year has been a crisis year!" See Appendix for a more complete listing of
personnel including coffeehouse managers.
After the financial crisis of 1972 only the lowest level of staffing remained in
addition to the Rev. W. Edward Harris, whose efforts were directed primarily to the
needs of the parish church. Rebuilding and restructuring of the staff was urgently
considered; possibly a whole new image of staff was needed. Board President Ron
Szoke reported that C-M needed "to restore a more acceptable balance between our
religious and educational programming and, on the other hand, the social and
entertainment functions centered in the Red Herring Coffeehouse." In the summer of
1973 Harlan E. Moore, member of the C-M Governing Board, proposed that we start a
position of Campus Minister as assistant to the Director, Ed Harris. Mr. Moore offered
to match what others would pledge toward a salary for that position. A mailed-out
appeal netted enough, with Harlan's matching money, for the C-M Board to approach
the Church Board with an estimate of $2,500 pledged for the year. The Church agreed to
supplement this with enough to offer $325 per month to a qualified candidate, again as
before, about the current level for a half-time graduate assistant at the U. of I. A search
committee including members from both boards was co-chaired by Richard Harvey,
Chairman of the Church Board, and Bill Taylor, member of both boards. The committee
interviewed applicants and chose Peter L. Adrian who grew up in the Unitarian Church
of Sudbury, Mass. and had just received a Master of Divinity degree at the University of
Chicago.

Peter Adrian started his work as Campus Minister in mid-January 1974. In spite of
what Ed Harris called his "careful and excellent work in entering a new situation" he
was treated as an unwelcome outsider by the managers. Murphy and McGill. Conflict
culminated in the firing of Murphy and McGill at the February meeting of the C-M
Board, plus public announcement of the closing of the Red Herring Coffeehouse. This
caused instant furor on campus. Within a few days petitions for reopening of the Red
Herring gathered more than 650 signatures of students and others of the campus
community. The C-M Board promptly advertised for applications for the managerial
positions and on March 24, 1974 employed Mark Behrens as Program Assistant, a
redefined position subject to the authority of the Campus Minister. On March 27, 1974
the Red Herring reopened with Mark Behrens arranging coffeehouse programming,
Michael J. Gibfried (Mike) as live-in building Manager, and members of the C-M
Governing Board committed to running the counter on various nights of the week: T.C.
and Pat Trumpinski, Terry Bryll and Bill Taylor, Evelyn Turner, Phyllis Brazelton,
Peter Adrian, Jane Anderson, and even Ed Harris served at the counter. In the
meantime, special meetings of the Channing-Murray membership had been called to
evaluate C-M Foundation programs and the actions of the Governing Board. At the
meeting March 25, 1974 with 99 of the 190 membes with voting rights either present or
represented by proxies (about 60 people were present), a resolution was passed almost
unanimously (one negative vote): "The Red Herring Coffeehouse is a worthwhile
program of the Channing-Murray Foundation and should be maintained until the
membership decides otherwise." A resolution of confidence in President of the
Governing Board Ron Szoke failed to receive even one-third of the votes: he did not
resign. Of the conflict-torn spring of 1974 Ed Harris wrote: "I shall always remember
the great strength and resilience of Ron Szoke."
Also at the March 25th meeting, more detailed evaluation of programs was
undertaken with a questionnaire. At another special meeting a week later, results of the
survey were reported as showing the most popular program events, in rank order:
"1. open stage 2. folk music 3. Sunday supper 4. weddings." Of over 40 other items
presented for rating, none received less than 50% approval for continuation. A
resolution of confidence in President Ron Szoke passed at this second meeting.

Immediately after the special meetings, the C-M Board voted unanimously to extend
Peter Adrian's appointment as Campus Minister to the end of calendar year 1974.
Nevertheless controversy raged on. Murphy and McGill rallied a political faction, and
with newly elected Board members at the meeting of June 24, 1974, an attempt was
made to force Peter to leave. This failed and he continued to the end of May 1975.
Sustained by his strong New England character and an amazing ability to forgive insult
and injury, he worked to improve understanding between Channing-Murray and the
congregation of the Green Street Church. During his ministry, both the Red Herring
Poets and the Somedancers developed at the Foundation, and appeared as special
features in the Sunday morning services at the Church. Some of the sons and daughters
of the congregation who had grown up in the Church School classes and the LRY
became active in C-M, brought in their friends from LRY's of other Illinois Churches,
and were effective spokesmen explaining Unitarian Universalist religion to newcomers
at C-M. Peter Adrian also developed several series of Sunday evening discussions,
presenting a variety of religious and philosophical outlooks, a Tuesday Panel Discussion
series aimed at cutting across age lines, and a Drop-In Encounter program led by Pat
Lockhart. Pat also led a number of special women's programs. There was a Wednesday
Brown Bag Lunch with book reviews, a Channing-Murray Performance Workshop led
by Vic Podagrosi staging one-act plays, and a Food Co-Op distributing groceries on
Friday afternoons.

ACTION IN THE KITCHEN
During the summer of 1974 the Urbana City Inspectors came, as reported in minutes
by Secretary Evelyn Turner:
"The Public Health Service hath visited the kitchen and saith:
Thou shalt:
paint the walls with epoxy paint.
replace the ceiling.
replace the floor.
replace the counter top.
provide a separate kitchen for the Building Manager.
The most handy President of the Board declares that this can be
accomplished for under $300. In addition he plans to build a new wall and
closet in the rear of the kitchen. He desires to someday install a range hood
and fan and a triple sink."
Most of these wonders actually were made to happen within a year under the
leadership of President Art Martin, but as of April 23, 1975, almost $1,200 had been
spent on the project. Such major improvements at minimal cost were made possible by
volunteer labor and the ability to obtain materials at little or no cost. Art Martin had
started coming to Channing-Murray in September of 1965 as an airman stationed at
Chanute Air Base about 12 miles north of town. Art's abilities as a scrounger of
materials were rivalled only by those of Bill Taylor although many other people were
effective in this field of endeavor. Although Channing-Murray never had an
endowment in the usual financial sense, it was richly endowed by the zeal of its
members using their amazing talents for Channing-Murray's benefit.
During the year 1974-5 sudden changes in the staff continued. Mark Behrens
resigned as Program Manager in September and Mike Gibfried, Building Manager,
undertook to do both jobs: this proved to be too much for him and he resigned, giving
twelve hours notice just before the fall folk music festival. The C-M officers prevailed
upon Les Urban to return to the job, likewise on twelve hours notice. Shortly afterward
Tim White was employed as Building Manager and his carpentry skills were put to
much use in the kitchen and elsewhere.

While the kitchen was being brought up to code, it was often insecure and until
spring 1976 pilfering of both money and food escalated. Credit for clearing up the
problems must be given to many people, including Art Martin for using his skill as a
sculptor to design and construct a unique welded-steel cash-stash box, Ron Lewis for
instituting coin-operated pop machines, and Evelyn Turner for pursuing the human
problem and relieving many people of their keys.
In the spring of 1975, preparing for Peter Adrian's departure, a search committee
was chosen, made up of representatives of both the Church Board and the C-M Board.
This committee, chaired by Terry Bryll of the C-M Board, solicited applications for the
position of Campus Minister. After interviewing the four best prospects from a field of
about ten, they chose the Rev. Byron B. Carrier (Brad) as a candidate. Following a
weekend of meeting members of C-M and of the Church he received a vote of over 95%
from a joint membership meeting June 22, 1975, chaired by Walter McMahon of the
Church Board. The official act of employing him was the action of the two boards;
inasmuch as Channing-Murray's treasury was able to supply only about two-thirds of
the salary of $325/mo, the Church Treasurer wrote his paychecks and was reimbursed
by Channing-Murray for part of the amount. However, Tim White, while still serving as
Building Manager, had moved out of the back tower during the summer, and Brad chose
to live there when he reported for duty August 1st. Part of Brad's pay was designated as
Housing Allowance and this amount was withheld from his payment via the Church in
exchange for the living quarters in the tower; the same amount ($75 per month) was
paid to Tim as salary. Later that year Tim resigned as Building Manager and Brad took
on that job in addition to his own; he then received $75 per month directly from C-M.
The Church continued to pay him $250 per month salary as before while C-M
reimbursed the Church at a rate of $140 per month. Even Church Board members were
confused by the complexity of these arrangements.
Brad Carrier had been ordained by the congregation of the Unitarian Church of
Benton Harbor, Michigan, which he served for several years. He had not completed his
work at Meadville Theological School nor been approved for fellowship by the

UUA, but came to C-M with much valuable experience. He quickly developed rapport
with the great diversity of people who frequented Channing-Murray and was welcomed
and willingly supported by the other members of the staff. He developed many new
programs of a religious and semi-religious nature: Meditation, Dream Workshop,
Sunday Evening Om-ing and worship service, discussion groups and classes. He is
credited with the earliest programming ever scheduled at C-M: Karate at 5:30 a.m. led
by Mike Schuler, who lived in a truck in the parking lot. (Mike was neither the first nor
last to reside in the parking lot.)
Brad pursued a policy of making use of unused space and time, clearing rooms and
filling gaps in the schedule. (At one time it seemed that the only remaining gap was
between 2 a.m. and 5:30 a.m.) Unfortunately this affected the existing programs,
drawing staff and volunteer effort away from the Red Herring coffeehouse with its
fellowship, from the Food Co-Op, which soon moved out, from the Tuesday discussions
and from other serious programming which Peter Adrian had developed. Although the
people accustomed to coming for supper and a philosophical program on Sunday night
kept coming for a couple months, they finally gave up; fasting and Om-ing were not for
them. Brad was "out of tune" with much of what Peter had built. Sunday worship
service at the Foundation dwindled to extinction and became a discouragement to Brad.
Nevertheless he served as a supply minister conducting worship in other churches and
fellowships.
Much influenced by Eastern religions. Brad Carrier was a conscientious vegetarian
in tune with a rising aversion to food additives and other forms of pollution of the
environment. He taught classes in Nutrition and World Food Crisis, and Lynn, his
newly-wed wife (spring 1976) taught a class in Healing Arts. They urged starting an
"Education and Religious Food Service" as part of an overall program of wholistic
concern for humans and humanity. With Evelyn Turner and then Ron Cannon serving as
Program Assistant, the offerings of the Red Herring counter shifted to "good" foods.
Finally all "junk" foods were eliminated, even coffee. (This also had a relation to rising
coffee prices.) Sunday suppers were revived on a Soup & Bread theme and in the course
of a year produced "seed money" of about $100 toward starting the food service. In
January 1977 Ron Cannon took over Sunday suppers and cooked substantial entrees.

In the spring of 1977 work of readying the kitchen for full food service was icarly
complete. With the concurrence of the Church, Channing-Murray obtained a icense for
a food service and Ron Cannon started serving vegetarian lunches five days i week.
Each of the city inspectors had left a list of required improvements, but were satisfied
with the progress being made. It was not until May 1978 that the sanitary nspector
found nothing to disapprove. The Educational Food Service was in full 5peration in
April 1977, just in time for a conference on campus ministry sponsored by he UUA.
In the fall of 1977 Kirk F. Little was employed as Food Service Manager. A ;hief
cook for each day was paid but other help was volunteer. Notable for cooking lelicious
lasagna was David Stone, Building Manager, other locally celebrated cooks vere Tom
Peterson and Tom Vassar. Weekday lunches were served when the Jniversity was in
session. The Food Service has now been running for two years and ;eems well
established. "The sense of community which exists among the staff and ;lientele is
apparent to anyone who patronizes it. Surely this is among its most mportant assets."
(Kirk Little)

LONG RANGE PLANNING AND OUTREACH
Late in 1975 the Church Board had appointed a Long Range Planning Committee
for Channing-Murray and charged it "to study the activities of the Foundation, to
consider the current and future needs of the Foundation, and to make any
recommendations that were deemed appropriate." The committee was chaired by Robert
M. Goodman and held many meetings. When Brad Carrier brought in news of a grant
offered in support of campus ministry, the committee devoted much effort to writing a
grant proposal. Although C-M's was one of many proposals which were rejected, the
preparation of the proposal served to broaden and clarify understanding. It also served
to organize a wealth of information which proved useful in many ways. Brad Carrier
drew upon it in leading a Spot Light Sharing workshop at the General Assembly of the
UUA in June 1976. The work of the committee, and especially that of David L. Gross
serving as C-M Board President in 1976-7 and chairing the Church Board of Trustees in
1977-79, promoted effective communication between Channing-Murray and the Church
and eased chronic tensions.
Meanwhile Channing-Murray's financial situation had been steadily improving.
Since mid-1976 the,Monument of Hope Church, non-denominational and almost all
black, had used the Chapel for their Sunday worship services and had contributed much
to defray operating costs of the building. When the spirit moved them, as it often did,
their fine voices floated out for half a block around. It was felt that housing the only
black church in the campus area was a worthy contribution to the well-being of the U. of
I. campus. The added income also made it possible for C-M to consider paying the
entire amount of the Campus Minister's salary. At this time Brad and Lynn Carrier still
lived in the back tower at Channing-Murray, but were expecting a baby and planned to
move out early in 1977. This made it necessary to pay the housing allowance in cash
instead of in kind. Channing-Murray proposed to the Church to raise the budget line
item for Campus Minister to $5,000 per year, the entire amount to be reimbursed by CM. This was welcome news to the Church, which at the time was in an even worse
financial bind than usual.

Early in the spring of 1977 Brad Carrier and Ed Harris were invited to UUA
headquarters in Boston to confer about campus programs and they helped plan a
Conference on Campus Ministry held at Channing-Murray in April 1977. About twentyfive people gathered from all over the country and compared programs and prospects.
This conference gave quite a boost to the local people. We realized the uniqueness of
our Channing-Murray Foundation and that it might have potential for helping other
groups in the denomination. The Central Midwest District of the UUA nominated the
Urbana Church for a special award which was presented at the General Assembly in
June 1977. The Church received the UUA's Unsung Hero Award (with a $250 stipend)
for its long time support of Channing-Murray. It must be emphasized that in
maintaining its campus program the Church had depended on the long time support and
encouragement given to C-M by denominational sources outside of Urbana (See
Appendix). In fact the very existence of the Church itself had sometimes depended on
this support during the early years.
In July 1977 the Youth-Adult Committee of the UUA sent $445 and the C-M
Governing Board designated it for use by Brad to do what he might in outreach. The
small grant was stretched to cover costs of mailings, of preparing brochures and other
materials, of a workshop at the District meeting in Wisconsin, and of a trip in spring
1978 at the request of two Florida churches and their district. Several other requests
could not be met on the budget. Some good may come of the outreach efforts;
nevertheless. Brad felt discouraged. He finally convinced the C-M Board that he was
leaving after spring semester 1978.
A search committee was made up with an exactly equal number of members chosen
by each board: C-M and Church. The committee chose its own Chair, Linda Magrum of
the Church. When Peter Adrian was chosen as Campus Minister there were people at CM who felt that the Church had imposed Peter upon them. With Brad, there were
Church people who were displeased and this impaired Brad's effectiveness. This time
there was controversy concerning the job description and whether a campus minister
was needed.

The title was changed to Associate Director: Campus Minister. The committee chose
the Rev. Stephen D. Edington (Steve) and he came as a candidate in July 1978. Both the
Church Board and the C-M Governing Board approved.
Steve Edington, ordained as a Baptist minister, had served as staff of a revived
Channing-Murray program at Madison, Wisconsin, in 1977-78, and before that he had
been a Baptist campus minister for six years. His training, experience and interest were
oriented toward personal counseling, but a quickly visible effect of his presence was the
result of his skill as a house-painter: complete redecoration of the Red Herring gave it a
clean bright new image. Many people worked on this project. For the first time in many
years publication of the C-M Newsletter became regular-every other week more or less.
In addition to doing the administrative work of the Foundation quietly and diligently, he
has been much involved with the Church and has served as a "circuit rider" minister to
UU fellowships and churches in Springfield, Alton, Macomb, and Carbondale, Dlinois,
in Lafayette and Evansville, Indiana, and in Charleston, West Virginia (home town). He
received Preliminary Fellowship in the UUA at the 1979 General Assembly.
Other recent developments (1977-79) include an increase in C-M sponsored
programs presented in University facilities: occasional jazz concerts plus several series
of choice films of special interest to students in the English Department. Both C-M and
the Church have served as rallying place for protest against construction of nuclear
power plants: Prairie Alliance, organized in October 1977 and affiliated with about 80
similar groups throughout the country, has focused opposition to the construction near
Clinton, Illinois. During Brad Carrier's time, Channing-Murray sponsored an
Appropriate Technology contest with small prizes for designs of devices for energy
conservation and use of alternative sources (not fossil fuel). Haltingly, preparations are
being made for a public-service community radio station. Prairie Air. Jazz has replaced
much of the folk music on Friday and Saturday nights, and also is being presented as an
accompaniment to the vegetarian lunches. Early in 1979, through the efforts of C-M
Board members Ron Cannon and Peter Penner, Channing-Murray was approved for a
CETA-supported Arts Advocate. David Reinisch was chosen to fill this position and
has helped with almost every aspect of the many programs.

Developments of the last few years are too close to the present to be appraised in
proper perspective, and surely this account will prove embarrassingly distorted when
read several years from now. Ten years ago the foot traffic through Oregon & Mathews
was estimated at about 2,000 different individuals per week; now it may be about 700,
but numbers tell little of the effect on individual lives. That there have been longlasting, fondly remembered effects is evident. In preparing a paper on the lyrics of the
Red Herring Albums, Sandra Harris interviewed a number of the performers and
recorded that many of them remembered exactly when they "found" the Red Herring
and Channing-Murray. It is a fairly common experience for someone quietly working
around Channing-Murray to notice an individual come in, pause by the bulletin board,
muse by the older designs painted on the walls, and generally look around, opening a
few doors. If one asks "Is there something I could do for you?" there may be an
outpouring of reminiscence about times past, even many years past. Invariably such
people say they are glad to see that the place is still here.

A FEW QUESTIONS
What is a "campus mission" that a small religious
denomination subsidized it unfailingly for many
decades?
What is a "liberal religious presence on campus"
that a middle-income parish church in a small
midwestern city made major sacrifices in order to
cherish, maintain and keep it through tumultuous
controversies?
What is Channing-Murray at the University of
Illinois that faculty, students and drop-outs have
served it for little or no pay and have defended it
passionately?
Is it a hope for our own individual and collective
future?
Is it a will to hold a place secure from all forms
of tyranny over questioning minds?
Is it the actual experience of being upheld in our
creative efforts, striving for a better world here and
now, not just in words but in deeds and in truth?
Is it a matter of laying our whole faith open to
question and finding that it does not fail
-—at least not yet?

REFERENCE MATERIALS
The Unitarian Church in Champaign-Urbana 1907-1957, A Brief Account by Ethel
Forbes Scott. Published on February 9, 1957 by the Unitarian Church of Urbana,
Illinois.
The First Hundred Years of Religious Liberalism in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. May
17, 1859-1959. Carl Bays. Published by the Universalist-Unitarian Church of
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, for the Centennial Observance May 17, 1959.
Follow the Gleam. A History of Liberal Religious Youth Movements. Wayne B.
Arnason. 1977 manuscript, to be published by the UUA. An article based on the
manuscript appeared June 1977 in People Soup: LRY newsletter.
The Story of a Unitarian Universalist Coffeehouse: The Red Herring. Edited by Bill
Taylor. 1971. The Context (The Liberal Context) Vol. 11, No. 5, a small magazine
normally published by SRL from 25 Beacon St. but this issue was copyrighted by
Channing-Murray Foundation, Inc.
Archival material in files of the Church and of Channing-Murray:
Minutes of the Board: Unitarian Church, 1925 to 1957.
Minutes of the Board: Universalist Church, 1859 to 1957.
Minutes and reports of Meetings of the Congregations.
Minutes and Annual Reports of the UU Church, 1957 to 1979.
Minutes of Channing-Murray Governing Board and of membership meetings.
Newsletters, special reports, correspondence, and miscellaneous.
Files of the Recorder of Deeds of Champaign County, Illinois.
Legal documents of Channing-Murray Foundation, Inc.
Records in the files of First Federal Savings & Loan Association of Champaign,
Illinois.
Records in the files of Busey First National Bank of Urbana, Illinois.
Personal notes and recollections by the author and others.
Illustrations were copied from materials used by the local Churches and ChanningMurray Foundation and are matched with the time periods in the text.

Financial Support Received
From outside of Champaign-Urbana, for fiscal years ending in:
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

entire
$ 600
+ 5,000 building
850
850
850
950
950
930
840
660
540
600
450
600
1,400
+3.750 land
+1/3 of salary
756
1,500
1,500
1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

$1,100
1,300
995
810
1,080
1,080
1,080
1,080
1,080
1,080
1,200
1,200
1,140
1.120
960
960
1,010
960
1,213
685
900
1,200
1,200
1,200
1,200

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

$1,200
1.282
1,400
1,393
800
1.667
1,467
1,817
2,300
1,700
1,050
1,700
1,100
—
—
—
—
650
1,350
500
1,000
1,000
1,100
2,441
1,300

Total: at least $85,000 averaging $1,200/year for over 70 years, since 1906.
This accounting includes direct financial support received from denominational
ources outside of Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, but is incomplete, especially with espect
to Universalist sources: we lacked time to search for the figures. Throughout

the early years the American Unitarian Association (AUA) gave generous and unfailing
support, mostly through the Department of Extension and the National Laymen's
League. The AUA also paid "landlord's expenses" such as furnace repair and street
assessments (amounts not included here). Other sources include the Western Unitarian
Conference, Midwest Universalist Conference, Midwest Unitarian Universalist
Conference (MUUC), Central Midwest District of the UUA, Office of College Centers
of both AUA and UUA, Student Religious Liberals, Youth-Adult Committee, and
individual churches at Rockford, Joliet, Bloomington, Quincy and Hoopeston, Illinois.
Please pardon omissions.
Support from the Urbana Church is nearly impossible to compute, most of it being
"in-kind". As of 1979 it should be valued at no less than $15,000 per year.

SUMMARY OF TREASURERS' REPORTS
In the following table Gifts include amounts listed in the previous table, plus grants
from the Illinois Arts Council, in support of the Red Herring Poets' Workshop, and also
contributions from many individuals and local organizations. It does not include
amounts by which the Urbana Church supplemented the salary of the Associate
Director: Campus Minister to bring it in line with salaries of half-time teaching
assistants at the U. of I. Likewise the expense column titled Staff does not include the
Church's supplement.
Program receipts include all income related to events and activities, a large part of
this being from the coffeehouse and food service. Rental receipts were mostly from tlie
Co-Op Nursery until 1961, thereafter mostly from rental of parking spaces. Program
expenses after 1966 include cost of supplies for the coffeehouse and food service. In
order that Channing-Murray survive, the Governing Board has pursued a policy of
requiring that programs bring in enough income to cover expenses plus a little toward
staff salaries and operation of the building. This was possible only because of very
substantial contributions of volunteer time and talent.

Summary of Treasurers’ Reports
Funds passing through the Treasury of the Channing-Murray Foundation of Urbana, Illinois
Gifts

RECEIPTS
Program
Rental

Totals

Totals

$ 380

$

$ 380

$ 240

$

$ 240

$

1,270
800
2,060
3,550
3,480
3.090
4,070
4,490
4,330
5,820
5,230
8,800
15,000
16,010
18,890
22,570
15,490
16,700
19,300
15,850
21.390
33,420
36,530

830
1,270
2,020
3,950
3,440
3,230
3,500
4.640
4,360
4,630
5,050
7,980
16,700
15,020
19,910
22,600
16,610
13,620
18,470
17,870
17,980
33,450
36,570

33
1.150
260
1,890
1,790
1,570
1,800
2,450
2,130
1.700
2,920
3,180
6,090
5,460
6,010
5,470
3,440
2,590
5,110
5,580
5,780
10,850
12,670

790
120
590
420
280
250
240
630
590
550
550
1,090
7,530
6,680
8.560
10,340
8,640
6,210
7,430
6,360
7,190
14,780
16,970

1,180
1,640
1.370
1,410
1,460
1,550
1,640
2,390
1,580
3,710
3,080
2,870
5,340
6,800
4,530
4,820
5,940
5,930
5.020
7,810
6,930

$

750
520
800
40
710
1,320
2,520
220
800
120
730
2,630
2,390
30
680
2,800
120
1,150
3,070
130
1,300
2,670
210
1.450
3,640
60
2,120
910
1,820
2,500
2,780
3,270
2,750
1,600
11,000
2,400
10,450
3,300
2,260
4,420
11,450
3.030
980
18,500
3,090
2,440
9,940
3,110
4,280
9,260
3,160
6,080
9,870
3,360
3,490
9,770
2,600
5,510
12,420
3,450
3,410
26,150
3,870
4,880
27,810
3,840
Grand total over 1/4 million dollars

EXPENDITURES
Staff
Program

Bldg. Op.

Conscientious Objectors who did alternative service here:
William B. Taylor
1968-70
Stephen D. Cowan
1971-73
Andrew A. Brandt

1969-70

Stephen R. Crowe

1971

Gary L. Wood

1970-71

Stephen F. Reinwand

1972-74

Tom Swigert

1970

Jerry J. Tertocha

1973

Peter Berkow

1970-71

Anti-War Resolution
At a specially called meeting March 18, 1968 the congregtion of the Unitarian
Universalist Church of Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, passed the following:
"STATEMENT OF CONCERN
We are concerned about the immorality of the war the United States is fighting in
Vietnam. We urge our government to rectify this tragic mistake by changing from a
policy of military involvement in Vietnam to one of military disengagement and
withdrawal.
We declare our respect for those who find it morally compelling to resist the draft,
because compliance would make them a party to actions of our government which they
find in conflict with their conscience."
Vote for the first part: 50 yes, 17 no, 1 abstention
Vote for the second part: 51 yes, 9 no, 7 abstentions

Professional Staff of Channing-Murray Foundation:
1954-58

Minister: Co-Director

the Rev. Arnold F. Westwood, Unitarian

Minister: Co-Director

the Rev. Earle T. McKinney, Universalist

1956-57
1957-58
1958-60
1959-63
1960-61
1961-69
1964-68
1968-70

Staff Associate
Staff Associate
Staff Associate
Minister: Director
Staff Associate
Associate Director
Minister: Director
Minister: Director

Madonna Miller
Richard A. Kellaway
David A. Johnson
the Rev. David H. Cole
Mary Herman
Pernella Smalley
the Rev. John A. Taylor
the Rev. Renford Gaines (Mwalimu Imara)

1969-72
19701974-75
1975-78
1978-

Associate Director
Minister: Director
Campus Minister
Campus Minister
Associate Director:
Campus Minister

Oressa Earl
the Rev. W. Edward Harris
Peter L. Adrian
the Rev. Byron B. Carrier
the Rev. Stephen D. Edington

Managers of the Red Herring Coffeehouse
1967
1967-70
1970-71
1971-72

Steve Schmidt for about a month
William B. Taylor
Co-Managers Roger Diggle, Gary L. Wood, Peter Berkow
Stephen D. Cowan + Assistant Managers Stephen R. Crowe and Stephen F. Reinwand

1972-73
1973-74
1974

Penni Stroberger, Leslie J. Urban
Co-Managers William M. Murphy and Bridget McGill (till March)
--- position redefined: Program Assistant --Mark Behrens (till September), Michael J. Gibfried (till Nov.)

1974-76
1976

Leslie J. Urban
Ron M. Lewis (till May), Evelyn M. Turner (till September)

1976-77

Ronald C. Cannon + Assistant Mark van Roojen (May 1977)

1977-78
1978 -

Cecily Gifford (fall & spring), Mary Ray (summer)
Nicholas Milosevich

Manager of the Educational Food Service
1977-

Kirk F. Little

Chairmen/Presidents of the Board
Carl A. Bays
1954-56

Treasurers
M. William Pullen

1954-57

David H. Swann

1956-57

James W. Curfman

1957-58

'Mice K. Jonietz

1957-59

Clara Holland

1958-60

Harry M. Tiebout

1959-61

Wesley C. Becker

1960-61

Wesley C. Becker

1961-62

John.C. Langdon

1961-62

John C. Langdon

1962-63

William E. Webber

1962-64

Joseph E. McGrath

1963-65

Richard D. Harvey

1964-67

Donald E. Lathrope

1965-67

Mary Newland

1967-69

Richard D. Harvey

1967-69

Glen Myers

1969-71

Richard H. Howard

1969-70

Jack D. Stanley

1971-72

David F. Manton

1970-72

David F. Manton

1972-73

Ronald D. Szoke

1972-74

Jane C. Anderson

1973-75

Art B. Martin

1974-76

Phyllis Brazelton

1975-76

David L. Gross

1976-77

Jane C. Anderson

1976-78

Robert M. Goodman

1977-79

Nic Lyons

1978-79

Peter S. Penner

1970-

Jane C. Anderson

1979-

